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Allen gill(07-03-1991)
 
Born In cleveland,18 right now I attended glenville Highim Im a current
alumnithats working real well I'm an african american Teen I wear this mask
afraid to let most in i won't conform and I'll always standout no matter what i Do
or don't as the only Black goth guy at glenvill a Good friend i am truth sayer i am
i got good friends not very many but when your in the world is yours
 
I'm free to talk Whenever my address is below
 
My Heart has a lock do you have a key.
 
Angelicscars7391@
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(aric Jones) Could I Ever
 
Could I ever hope to have a person like you
a man like you someone I could love and cherish
and just be real with could I be ever so loyal and honest
and true and grow with you from my black to gray shall I rest beside you
and hold you close to me in times of need to stare in your eyes and know that im
safe someone I could leave and know I could always return but from you I get
nothing nothing but the bitter brush off of a simple friendship anger boils through
me but I cant do nothing it dispells before I can explode and there no release like
a ballon with a leak you witness this so leak will I ever be full again I'll never
know but  what I do know is we could never be I could never be
 
Allen gill
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16
 
16 oh whats good nothing bad just all to true
I feel so blue this really isn't to new  what will I do
what do i do, who do i talk to, where will i go when Im not wanted
who bring me home and show me all the love im truely done
 
Allen gill
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A Dark And Stormy Night
 
A dark and stormy night each one is the same I'm crying in an empty room
calling out your name. A light shines through a window an image of your face I
start walking towards you but soon the image fades. raindrops beating downward
poisoned red with blood bang against the ground a symbol of our love. lightning
strikes the sky I scream of desperate fear I'm yelling for your help but you're no
longer there. In the corner of the room  In the middle of the storm Is a flame of
burning fire
I built to keep me warm. but the fire is a memory burning through my eyes I try
to put it out but memories do not die. I'm searching for a door
But there's no way to escape When again near the window
An image of your face. My eyes close tight As I 'm reaching out to you
Blood squirts on the glass As my shaking arm breaks through. Looking at the
storm and the darkness of the clouds I think of you so deeply
These words I say aloud, 'You can call me a freak or some weird kid'
 
Allen gill
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A Whisper
 
I hear your voice low and slow in my ear as I weild my bow
ready for the blow thinking of our tranquile love and remember your soleum
touch holding you in my arms whispering our secrets running through the fields
of korn running past the wheat barrels roll i hear now as a whisper so low and
slow your sprirt whispers to me.
 
Allen gill
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Ak (2010)
 
My Friend My Brother I miss you like the sun misses the dawn
your my bestfriend and Im proud to call you my brother so much you have
sacreficed and in return ask of nothing from thee you dont know this but my first
tatto is your name on my right shoulder where you once rested your head I'll
always help you with any issue you have just say the word and I got you no
matter money, appt, clothes I'll be there I'll be your ally
 
Allen gill
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Ak For You I Call Lover
 
Your beauty and grace, Are all but bitter your rough but gentle skin is what I
wish to caress at night. As I sleep by your side as we sit and dream by one
another by your request all things are done you make me feel good enough it’s
been such a long time since I’ve felt this way about another you hold me in your
arms and to here the words I love you I just place my hand onto your side and
pull you close you whisper unto me “ There’s no other by my side but you I Love
you I can’t say no to” you talk to me oh so sweetly and I wonder am I truly good
enough basking in your ambient beauty I say “ My Love for you burns like the
intensity of one-thousand super- nova’s and that your what wakes me in the
morning and lay me to sleep under the stars “ Your warm decadent hands and
body are all I see and dream of under the blanketed silhouette of my dreams you
are truly good enough and I’m blessed to have you by my side Alexx J, Kennedy.
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Am I Evil! ! !
 
Darkness raines in my heart
Darkenss bleeding from my soul
Darkness and cold run against my skin
Darkness grows and blooms through my skin
 
Where have I been? What have I been? What will I do?
 
Anger and hate grow and boom how long will this darkness loom
before i rest in this shallow tomb
 
Am I evil am i the dark one ready to be reborn with my horns
 
What am I
 
Allen gill
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Away
 
Away and so far I feel so alone
Taken away from the shardes of my home
Memories are all I have sacred items lost afar
Winds carry, Water moves, earth destroys and buries away while the fire burns
all around
I've lost it all no need to return painful memories are all that lay
 
Allen gill
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Bitten
 
I held you too close I kept you within unsuspectinig and willing I've been bitten
little blood not so weak life within me gone  away falling to the floor searing pain
a burning a yearning you drank me dry like the one before me but breathed
knew life unto thy souless corspe a walking demon a monster by face but I still
fight and though I know I ccannot love my heart beats for you in life and death.
 
Allen gill
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Bleeding Heart
 
I Dedicate this Poem to the Woman who made me Bleed
 
In my heart that once Held love
Past the Gate of my forgotten loves
where you stood with the key now lays a barrin patch of land
I called you once my lover, now you I've been betrayaled
Cut out and raped of my love unapperciated and so disrespected
Near death i crave for Life even while you have your foot upon my neck
My heart is bleeding with pain and regret and the sorrow for which i'm pained I
can't stop crying I need you so cause without you my life was incomplete but
without now i see what i was and now i see what i am you won't keep me Down
Anymore your shallow moans and crys shall burden me no more I'm the beast
now the dark heart I'm........
 
Allen gill
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Bleeding Out
 
Here I come day by day this day of all i cannot stand things go things stop being
popular was a final stop not conforming staying true its who I really was no one
will ever understand me no one will ever get me I live in a high school i thought i
could change cease on the popularity and more on the important things in life i
wasnt going to play I was going to work I was going to make a difference but
now I cannot lead I'm a failure with no heart I'm a failure with no soul I lost
myself to the people I'm as Hollow as the voidf in a lovers heart twice broken
bleeding heart and weeping soul I feel the cost my sacrefice I cant entice I feel
small like mice I jsut feel like dying
 
Allen gill
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Broken
 
Holding you so close i never wanna let go our
dreams we share as one the pain and troubles are over
I had nothin left to lose but you and now my heart and soul are broken
I see your phohtgraph and I weep inside a washs over me like a flood
Im broken and i now see the pieces of our forgotten love in the sea of shame and
hate and now undead and bleeding hate i creep in the darkness ready to
foresake you and make you bleed like you did to me you stole my life and now
I'll take you away
 
Allen gill
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Broken Hearted Boy
 
I stood before you open hearted and ready
stuff happens and people change I dont hate you
your cool and one day we could be friends again but
for now I want you to burn for the pain you caused me I
hate what you did how you did simple and clean your to
mean to exist in my life
 
Allen gill
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Christine Rice (Mom)
 
Tears of my mom wash away the hate tears of my mom clam my soul and heal
my heart sprirt of my mother forgive me so and tell me you love me again my
mom so much you've done for me im sorry ofr breaking your heart and im sorry
you had to see and hear the pain and anger i keep within im sorry for all the
times i shoud've and would've but made the choice not to know I'll always love
you and know I'll see you once again much love your son Junior Aka junebug
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Cross Roads
 
I stand alone along this highway wondering if i'll die this way
seeing you come and drive past me our roads crossed
haveing  secret dreams through tearful nights thinking of you is what got me by
seeing you kept me
alive and helped me strive day by day and through the nights is all i truely
thought about our roads have crossed.
 
Allen gill
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Damn You
 
You've hurt me long enough, this pain I'll tkae no more. your shallow thoughtless
words, shall burden me no-more. My heart has had enough, my eyes shall cry
no-more. my bleeding fist will be the only memory of you. Damn you father
you've hurt me enough even when i retreat you still step on my feet. and i shall
stand this no-more.
 
Allen gill
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Death To Me
 
Alone i sit in this cold dark room, lingering voices reside in me, your voice still
rings in my ear as i wonder has this all be a lie to me once happy now sad once
joyful now dark i feel death's hand creap up my arm i clutch my chest my heart
falls tears run down my cheek i've lost it all as i lay here dying on the floor life
slipping away darkness fills my vains terror screams your name i've lost it all
that's it I'm gone this was a sudden death to me
 
Allen gill
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Death Upon My Soul
 
Cold and unwilling I feel it's hand choking my soul
I can not truely last, memories of what I loved flash like a camera pictures
forever burned on my brain this is where i lay sobbing in the rain calling for my
bestfriend jane dying slowly on passion of my lover dreams are caving in i cannot
take this pain my hand falls in a bloody stain it's my blood the rain falls on i am
no more I've hit the floor
 
Allen gill
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Distorted Mind
 
Clouds rain and tears fall lies blind and horrors unfold
life breaks down between me and live no more
traped in limbo with this slezzy bimbo  trapped in the pain
to suffer once more damn I feel like a whore i cant take this
much more but there are things i must do where do I go what do I truely stand
for in life decisions clouded and my eyes bleed red heed the decisions of life
cause you may hinder your own
 
Allen gill
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Fatal
 
Spartic reactions
hateful decisions, exact precision
a painful incesion cut you atta my life
with the black iron knife i cut these ends
and seperate this fatal parasite from thee
 
Allen gill
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Goodbye My Friend
 
so much you've done for this school of yours, days go on and yet you still strive
for more many friends you've kept others you will let go never forget the story
you've told influences of your heart will help life move on whither you go far or
stay near never forget your roots they'll tell your tale while you someday drink
the ale my best friend forever Alexx jordan kennedy of glenville high class of '08'
 
I'll miss you
 
Allen gill
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Haunted
 
Long ago we were as one, Long ago we were united, long ago i truely loved you,
and since we've been apart it's like i've been haunted by you the memories of
our fallen past, are troubles and sorrows and everlasting pain I shall never forget
your sprirt for it haunts minel
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Heaven, Without U
 
I moved on and let go I had hoped i'd see you
I had hoped I could hug you again past these golden gates
beyond the touch of man i step through and see the generations of my frineds
and family but my heart feels emptyness and sadness heaven isnt the same as
what I thought we were supposed to stand true and strong but your elseware my
twin soul of my beloved I fall and weep without you im broken and sad and this
doesnt feel right upon me while you burn I yearn for your touch again in this
afterlife im broken ad sad i cant be here anymore without you
 
Allen gill
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I Can'T Live Without You
 
Hold you close, I love you soo IN my heart we are as one there's no one but you.
I can hold you close when your not there. I can feel your touch eve nwhen it's
not on me. your love so strong it's where i belong, in your arms, in your bed, in
your tight mini van. no matter how far apart we are we can find are love within.
 
Allen gill
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I Cant Live Without/ William Holloway
 
In our lives we were as one fighting life and staying true
through thick and thin and highs and low this is a true blow
your girl in my arms watching you leave unable to chase for you this
struggle is deep and this pain is heavy my heart is weighted down by this pain i
hate not being able to be close to you and unable to feel your touch on my own
and to hear your voice from behind me i turn and face love and without you im
lost
 
Allen gill
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I Cry Inside
 
I cry inside, my bleedingheart lost in my fear i.m truely torn apart heavy burdens
and lost ambitions i cry inside worlds of hate my inner quarrels I'm lost inside i
cry alone.
 
Allen gill
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I Did You Wrong
 
By my hand i did you wrong though i feel no guilt I know im at fault
This pain i caused you was painless and quick and i realize now how much i hurt
you things have come to pass things have been said even the look have has
faded from behind these tearful eyes what am i to do for you to finally take me
back I dont love you but I miss you So much everything thing you once did you
now do for another an now Im sad
 
Allen gill
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I Falling For U
 
I see your eyes I see your look I read you like a book
you worth so much yet i cannot have I want you like my true love
i see you in the day i want to be with you when you away
you mean so much to me that theres no telling what i'll do for you
 
I love you
 
Allen gill
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I Gave It All To You
 
I gave it all to you, I opened up my heart but know its already over, its
already over now I've given it to you opened up my heart gave you all my love
and you cant adhere to me now im lost and im tired so sick and so tired I cant
take this all my pain and sorrow raines like the cold waters of my sky here i lie
down reaping what i sewed in you
 
Allen gill
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I Hate Love
 
Love is the poison that destroyed my life
Love is the hate in disguise ready to kill
Love is is what murdered my friends and family
Love is blindness that never fades away
Love is the reason why my friends in jail
Love is the final reason why i hate to move on
 
Allen gill
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I Still Love You
 
Though you may not roll,  I still love you, I hold you dear in my dreams. I watch
you play, and hear your voice, I jump to your needs, and listen to your pleads. I
still love you, no matter what you do I'll always love you I see you drive you look
so alive.
 
Allen gill
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I Tapped You To Early
 
Im so sorry, I really am it was my fault till the very end
I loved you and i thought you to be the one i felt you the most no matter
what you say or do I'll always love you severed from the hive i wanted you from
behind even though we never
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Im Alive
 
holding on to what im feeling, I think of you i am alive, I can feel you all around
me, even in the air within you bring me life while i sleep with death i feel your
love in my heart lust for your touch on me i love  im alive i feel you all around
me this feeling i shall savor till you walk to me again.
 
Allen gill
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It Ends Today
 
Day by day over the night and through the stars
in my mind and through my eyes I see no lies this school
years end im done and finshed my journey is through but another shall be born
in the wasteland of summer time cleveland, ohio  with only the memories of my
fallen summer dreams as i await the truth to unfold is this be my Life as a
teenage black goth
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Joshua Martin
 
My friend for such long stance, I thank you give and take and take and recieve I
thank you for the things you've done and pray we continue to be friends never
forget me whne Im gone and remember the connection we weild as friends i'll
never forget you so long as you remember me.
 
Allen gill
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Joshua n Of Glenville High
 
For a friend you seemed true for a friend i thought i could trust you
for a friend you wanted honesty for a friend you wanted clarity how can you be
so cruel how can yo be so judgemental i dont care bout the people only the
friends you meant so much but now im hurt i dare not ask your opinion because
your words sear to much im tired of always being the one whom feels down you
wont hold me back anymore
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Just Once
 
Just once will you listen! ! Just once in my life to lose the focus and take back
control! !  but i alone jst ocne again must take control stop runnin this is for you
find the courage take the strength and control and weild this Power before the
darkness that surrounds your mind stike you down
 
Allen gill
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Life's As White As Snow
 
In my life the worlds just white in a storm just all alike. know where I've been
can't see ahead wonder where I'll truely end. trip and stumble fall in white
whiping winds just all alike. snow drifts so big fall in is truely nothing hope i
make it home again and not a victim of winter's cruel hand.
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Lost
 
Though I know where I am, I feel lost in my mind and body, though others can
place me I don't know where I am my nickname is technes how can that be when
i was robbed by the beast that raped me, What i was built on is now a lie there is
no more just a plain flat surface what will be there next I do not know my
foundation can only hold so much be gentle I'm frail and I can't stand it I wanna
be firm and lean no like  i wanna be kinda mean not a beast but a warrior a
protector I don't know if can I'll try though.
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Lost In The Crowd
 
High school big, me so small im lost in this all,  groups of change challenge me
where will i truely be lost my friends must make aknew none that shallow
someone's wearing blue cool, calm, very serene maybe they'll except me maybe
i'll try this knew dude.
 
Allen gill
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Love And Let Go
 
a touch so elegant a touch so pure a girl i'll surely miss Your words were different
they test my knowledge and touched my heart and soul. i thank you for the time
well spent and I bless your marriage may it be long and happy and i will always
love you rebecca
 
Allen gill
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Love Is A Drug For The Strong
 
I once took this drug day by day and through the night of the one i once loved
broken addiction that didn't truely last holding you close once dreaming of your
love it's gone were done this relationship is through
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Loving You
 
Being without you is a dread, I just can’t be here without you I wish you here
with me forever so that our love blossom and grow in all of me and through us
your intellect and walk is so special to me of you there is no one else I can’t live
a day without thinking of you your so very special to me your stored beauty and
grace I can’t get enough I love you so much I’m so proud of all you’ve done right
or wrong I can’t get enough and when your sad I’ll be there to wipe away your
tears cause I can’t be without you in the end it will be just you and me.
 
Allen gill
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My Mom
 
A women of strength  a woman of courage
how close i am to her heart and how her trust and faith lies within me
so much to deal she handles all day long she makes it through the day
she fights for truth and love of and in her kids
 
thanks mom I'll always love you and need you in my heart
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My Time Has Ended
 
My Time is up
This bind is undone
No longer shall in look to find this love
Where it once flew like a dove
it now lies dead in the cold cove
I cant stand above this pain
for it barriers me under a concert lane
The beast within wants to fight to late she already pulled out the wolfs bane
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No Longer Will I Stay
 
This pain you've caused
these memories long since lived
what am i in this hollow dig
crying and bleeding i see no light in this twlight hour
I feel no power raped and alone i feel so cold
i should've had known I should've fought I did what I did
now it's over you'll never see me again
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Penatrating Hatered
 
Scorned, and hurt you don not care
smile and laugh you do not dare
you say when you look at me you see the remineats of your past
penatraing spikes that drive deep in me im now spiting blood and spiteful pain,
hurtful irrigation so sick of the nation cenventional betrayal
beat up and hurt taratomia you've cut out my heart
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Silent Night Of Deaths Cold Fright
 
blood pouring through walls, death creaping down the halls, sickle in hand my
brothers shooting rubber bands two short breaths, end it all chilling air calms it
all. deaths in my room it's voice is not a boom cold and trilled so cold and chilled
filled my soul i can't stand this all what have i done i can't run death's on me
holding grip frozen motion cold sweat running down my face terror fills my heart
thats it im gone
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Sleeping Death
 
Struck down in my sleep I am no more, but as i lay there bleeding in a cold,
damp pool of my own blood. I wonder was i ever alive, did i ever live or was it a
dream sleeping in death's cold bed I've I am no more i see sleeping death.
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Slow Life
 
I see no progression in this thing called life no push no pull
no fall or rise theres nothing left to take to claim your own because neither of us
had anything to take a swirling mixture of chaos love an hate but to what benefit
do we live each day but to live yet another day
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So Sick So Weak
 
so tired and sick im so unable so tired and weak
I cannot stand my throught burns with hate my mind blurrs
with deception what have you done to me what have you laid
in me i cant take this pain much longer i feel like dyning
 
Allen gill
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The Pit
 
Cascading to a pit of sorrow inside always hating me, I don't don't wanna feel
your deathly ways, Falling down this hollow hole, disruption, chaos, mayhem will
end this all. tears and moans flow through me, pain and suffering is all i feel,
tearful pain so much sorrow my heart is hollow.
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Things Happen Is Life That We Must Always Be Ready
For!
 
You know how are parents are always trying to say that there just preparing us
for the real world, well be thankful things happen they’ve been through it if not
everything. Something’s in life you must prepare for and see it in a new way for
me, I see life as a book life like a book and not just an ordinary one it’s one of
those that you must take your time reading. Otherwise you’ll miss something
really important there’s always a detail or something to learn, but as you turn
the page in your mind you say oh or yeah like your understanding or likeness.
Unfortunately some people never get to there story weather it is by accident or
purpose, and as friends and family or just associates we all have to be ready for
life. Sometimes life can end in a heartbeat or prolonged suffering I say to you
never underestimate the person next to you,  cause they could be going through
a lot more than yourself. Sometimes the smartest guys is only that way because
he escapes to a library to get away from his parents, arguing or complain on the
things that he or she has no control over which may also apply to the most
athletic person. Some of have friends whom we may entrust to hold or secrets
and share our pain, others do not I Allen gill jr ask that we as students of
Glenville high school don’t just look at him or her but as brother and sister. Let
go of this pain and hate for they blind you from the happiness you could have in
life. I know  sometimes we want to yell and scream but we need to keep
converting that energy to something more useful, but sometimes we have to be
ready cause here comes that curve ball from life whereas we just explode
because people are dumping there problems on us. We try so hard to help them
that we forget about ourselves so what im trying to say is be ready for life, just
prepare things will happen no ones life is prefect not even for celebrities so don’t
just say “oh I’m going to be a celebrity when I graduate” life is so much harder
than what we may think the time and effort to make dreams come true comes at
such a great cost I ask are you ready to spend the time needed or will you end
up on the corner we all have the potential to do so much more with our lives
don’t let other people be your fall from fame I ask you to stand up and be you
Glenville students and staff.
 
 
By Allen gill senior classman and homecoming king candidate
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This Is My After Life
 
My life after death has only just begun,  people f my life wish to bring me back
but im done finished and so very through wicked temptations find time for
redemption soul ripping apart blood in my eyes it's finally time to say goodbye
and goodnight sweet dreams faloc
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This Is Why I Love U
 
IM a stranger in the day and myself in the after noon your always there to hold
my hand and give me the support i need and thats why i love u you catch me
when i fall and love me all day long holding me love and spirit we are as one
whither busy or slow your always ready to go stay at home or live in the night
thats why i love you my feelings for you grow like the age of time there's no
other And That's why I love you
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This Pain I Feel
 
Flowing like a river cold as the arctic I feel so alone solem and weak I feel dead
inside like fish out of water like the dying farmer stung by lifes scorpians I see
myself cry within but now i see it in the mirror I'm so cold inside I cant hide the
pain it just pours out my eyes tears of sorrow I cant retain Im the one to blame
im broken and unabel to be fixed
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Through Death I'Ll Always Love You
 
We stand to take our vow
as I promise to love you forever
from that day the passion grew
as did my love for you decades past
and I see every moment like our first when we met
I'll love you forever and ever even after my death I wait for you
at the pearly gates where all is truth and when you come and
I see your shining face I know theirs a God because he made you
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Why Did I Lose
 
My heart was there my soul was pure
I showed so much love, passion and heart
I wanted It so I needed it class President was all i'd be
pushing myself striving for more i feel raped forever more
This pain is much this pain is sore I've been raped like the little girl
whose mother looks away there's nothing more to say I could've done
so much I could've been so great whats the point I'll just be late the good within
me now bleeds with hatred I cant stand this I thought I was leading I thought I
was ahead turns out I was behind I put my heart in this title i even had a  wave i
went out and bought a cellular wave reciever Idont care that i lost to a girl I
really dont but now I'm blinded and truely sad I'll now be bad
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Why Do I Feel This Way
 
So hollow and cold weak from dispair
depression falls like winters snow
whi do i feel this way
left in the cold banished from your home
i feel so alone
am i to roam the cities night seeking your stolen touch
am i find the others i dont know i cant seek help for they arent just arent their
i cant do this any longer this pain is too much
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Why I Continue This Selfless Torture
 
This love I have for you is undying and unrelentless
It burdens my heart and tears at my soul this agoinzing pain i've grown
accoustomed to for its a love and a hate for a fact that because you wont have
me is the reason it hates and even when your alon you'd still not have me
though i cry for your buring touch to make me feel alive your wont look at me
with the same passion I have you'd rather wait and rape your Ex then settle for
the fact if we were together you'd not i have to fight maybe but i'd always love
after seven years and still loving your such a fool but your my fool and I truely
love you
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William R. Holloway (Maybe A Haiku)
 
Theirs no other friend like this friend of mine
Is there no clue to how much i care for you
Might as strong as will of Greenlaturn
Energenic as the children the ponder in play
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Yet Again
 
I shall not be your slave no more, I’m so tired of being hurt by your hand this
shall not continue this day I fight back. I shall no longer tolerate or be consumed
by your hurtful ambitions’ and suicidal thoughts; we live no longer as one but
forever more as two bodies. I once beloved in you no longer does my beating
heart reside with you, and as you see me walk away yet again you try to stop
me. For you heart and mind are in a clashing state of remorse and hate, I can no
longer stand by you; but know that the time we spent I once did love but for now
I shall only see the eternal truth. Once blinded I now see the light, and out of the
darkness I see the beast you truly are never again. Through me yet I shall never
be, with thee again.
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You Slut
 
How could you be so underhanded, how dare you steal my love
you were the one I trusted and cared for, you were the one lost in the truths and
dares i just wanna rip out your hair and make you as ugly as you look to me you
stole what i loved  you'll die in the hole i've buried for you my love is lost your
not the boss you will pay
 
For the lovers who lost there lover by a friend, Co-worker, neighbor, whatever
 
Allen gill
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